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We consider the quantum size effect (QSE) in a semimetal film. Formulas are obtained for 
the carrier density, electric conductivity a, the Hall constant R, and the magnetoresist
ance Ap/ p. The case of scattering by randomly distributed centers with o -potential is con
sidered. The effect of the field under the QSE conditions is discussed. It is shown that a, 
Ra, and Ap/ p have an oscillating dependence on the thickness of the semimetal film. 

THE quantum size effect ( QSE) is defined as the 
dependence of the thermodynamic properties and 
kinetic coefficients of solids on their characteris
tic geometric dimensions, when the latter become 
comparable with the effective de Broglie wave
length of the elementary excitations. 

The first experimental paper reporting obser
vation of QSE for electrons and holes in Bi films 
was recently published [tJ. It is of interest there
fore to present the results of a theoretical analy
sis of a simple model of a semimetal film under 
the QSE conditions. 

Let the band structure of a bulky semimetal 
have the form shown in Fig. 1a. The electrons and 
holes in the semimetal film will be regarded as 
independent particles moving in potential wells 
with flat bottoms and infinitely high walls; their 
masses are equal to the corresponding effective 
masses mn and mp in the bulky semimetal. 

In the case of a semimetal, the QSE causes the 
conduction band and the valence band to break up 
into subbands (similar to the Landau subbands in 
a quantizing magnetic field), whose numbers cor
respond to discrete values of the wave vector along 
the "quantizing" dimension of the film (see Fig. 
1b). As a result of the appearance of zero-point 
oscillations in the conduction and valence bands 
( En,p = li2?T 2/2mn,pa2, where a is the film thick
ness), the band overlap A decreases by an amount 
En + EP' and if a is sufficiently small a gap is 
formed and the semimetal turns into a dielectric. 

Owing to the stepwise character of the function 
of the state density per unit energy interval [2- 4], 

the kinetic and thermodynamic characteristics of 
the system will oscillate as functions of a, so 
long as the carrier gas is degenerate. These os
cillations (as in the case of a quantizing magnetic 
field) are connected with abrupt changes of the 

density of states on the Fermi surface as the latter 
goes through different subbands. 

We note that the model under consideration 
corresponds to specular scattering from the sur
faces of the film. The conditions for the realiza
tion and observation of the QSE consist in the 
following: En,p ~ fln,p and En_,pTn,p » li, where 
fln,p is the carrier Fermi energy, and Tn,p are 
the characteristic carrier relaxation times, due 
to scattering both in the volume and by the sur
face [2•4]. 

The QSE in a semimetal film is of interest, in 
particular, because by varying the thickness it is 
possible to go over from a degenerate gas carrier 
into a nondegenerate one. Moreover, it can be 
assumed that semimetal films are at low temper
atures the most favorable objects for experimental 
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FIG. 1. Band scheme: a - for a bulky semimetal, lln• /lp -
electron and hole Fermi levels, /1, - band overlap; the shaded 
areas are those filled with electrons and holes; b - for semi
metal film, dashed lines -bands in bulky sample, solid - sub
bands in film; the shaded regions are those occupied by elec-
trons and holes. 
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observation of QSE: on the one hand, they have a 
sufficient number of carriers to screen the scat
tering centers; on the other hand, the effective 
de Broglie wavelength of the carriers is suffic
iently large to permit them to be weakly scattered 
by these screened centers. 

We shall consider the statistics of the carriers, 
the longitudinal static electric conductivity, the 
Hall effect, the transverse magnetoresistance, and 
the field effect. We shall assume that the temper
ature is sufficiently low, namely kT/ .0. « 1. In 
calculating the kinetic coefficients it is assumed 
that the carriers are scattered by randomly dis
tributed scattering centers with 6-potential. 

1. STATISTICS OF CARRIERS 

Let the film have a thickness a along the x 
axis, 0 ::::: x::::: a, and let it have infinite dimen
sions in the y and z directions. We shall con
sider electrons, and then generalize the results 
in obvious fashion to include holes. 

In accordance with the assumed model, the 
single-Particle wave functions and the energy 
spectrum are: 

( 2 )'" nsx 
lfs,k "z = -- sin--exp(ikyy + ikzz), 

Y aLyLz a 

Es,hu, k z = EnS2 + n2 (ky2 +ki)/2mn, 

( 1) 

(2) 

where Ly and Lz are the lengths of the sides of 
the normalization rectangle, En= fi2rr 2/2mna2, 

s = 1, 2, ... ; ky,z = ( 2rr/Ly,z )sy,z and sy,z = 0, 
±1, ±2, .. . 

For the function of the state density per unit 
energy interval (without account of spin degener
acy) we get 

V (2m )% r( E )'i'l S(E)dE = 2 -----;f En'/,, - dE, 
4:rt n L En, .. 

(3) 

where l t] is the integer part of t, and V = aLyLz· 
Let the total number of electrons in the conduc

tion band in a volume V be equal to N 
co 

N = 2 ~ S(E)fn(E)dE, 

fn(E) = [1 + exp (E- Jln) / kT]-1• 

According to (4), the electron "density" is 

(4) 

N mnkT ~ l ( 1 + [ Jln- EnS2 -~) n = - = -- LJ n eX'p . 
V nfi2a •=t kT - (5) 

For the case of complete degeneracy, (4) yields 
((J..Ln- En)/kT » 1) 

n= 1;a3Mn[ 6~: -(Mn+1H2M11 +1)], (6) 

where Mn = [-./ J..Ln/Enl· The expression for p is 
obtained by making the substitutions J.l.n - J..Lp and 
mn- mp. 

The Fermi level is determined from the elec
tric neutrality condition n = p. In the region of 
total degeneracy, we equate ( 6) to the analogous 
expression for the holes. Since the left and right 
sides of the equation have, after dividing by a - 3, 

identical forms and depend respectively on the 
arguments JJ.n/En and JJ.p/EP, we get 

Jln I Ep = Jlp I Ep. (7) 

Moreover, 

Jln + Jlp =A ( 7a) 

Hence 
mp mn 

Jln=~ ' Jlp=~ (7b) 
mn + mp mn + mp 

Consequently, JJ.n,p does not depend on the thick
ness. This is true only when the electron and hole 
gases are degenerate. Thus, the motion of the 
bands as the thickness varies consists in the 
following: The Fermi level, reckoned from the 
bottom of the conduction band in the bulky sample, 
stays in place when a decreases, the electron 
subbands slide past it upward, and the hole sub
bands slide downward. According to ( 7), for the 
same thickness, JJ.n and J.l.p pass through the 
extrema of the electron and hole subbands with 
the same numbers. The band overlap vanishes at 
a thickneSS a at which En (a) + Ep (a) = .0.: 

ii=nn/"V2MI1, M-1 =mn-t+mp-t. (8, 

When a < a, a gap is formed: 

Eg=A(w/a2 -1). ( 9) 

We present expressions for n, p, and JJ.n as 
functions of a. Owing to the smallness of kT/ .0., 
we can assume the carrier gases to be degenerate 
almost up to the thickness a (for example, in Bi 
at T = 4.2 K we have kT/ .0. ~ 10-2 ). We find that 

~=_!(~)A [6~-(A + 1) (2A+ 1)1, a> ii,, (lOa) 
nco 4 a ii2 ~ 

.!!_ = 3kT(mn + mp )'''!..e-•gl2kT, a< ii. (lOb) 
nco ~ M a 

Here A = [a/a], n 00 = ( 2JJ.nmn) 312/3rr2fi3 is the 
concentration of electrons in a bulky semimetal. 

For the Fermi level at a > a, we obtain ex
pression (7b), and at a< a we get 

Jln-En=-Egl2- (kT/2)ln(mn/mp). (11) 

The dependence of n/n 00 on ala, according to 
(lOa) is shown in Fig. 2. The function n(a)/n 00 

is continuous, but its derivative experiences a 
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FIG. 2. Dependence of the 
carrier density on the thick
ness. The dashed lines show 
the points at which the den-
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3 . * a:ji/ sity has a maximum . 

jump at the point ala= 1, 2, ... In each section 
s <ala< s + 1, the function n( a)/Iloo has a maxi
mum at the point 2-112( s + 1)112 ( 2s + 1), s = 1, 
2, ... The appearance of the maximum is con
nected with the fact that in each section ( s, s + 1) 
there exists a region in which the number of al
lowed states under the Fermi level increases 
more slowly with increasing thickness, than the 
volume of the system V. The relative magnitudes 
of these maxima are small, ~ 1%. 

2. LONGITUDINAL STATIC ELECTRIC CONDUC
TIVITY 

Let us calculate the electric conductivity in a 
constant uniform electric field of intensity F, 
directed along the z axis. Let the carriers (for 
concreteness, electrons) be elastically scattered 
by randomly distributed centers with 6-like scat
tering potential: 

N 

V(r) = ~ Ul>(r- R;), (12) 
i=1 

where r is the carrier coordinate, Rj the coordi
nate of the scattering center, U the strength of 
the potential of the scattering center, and N the 
number of scattering centers in the volume 
V = aLyLz· The total current along the z axis is 

1 = ~ dy dx Sp (fzP). (13) 

Here }z is the operator of the z-component of the 
current density and is defined by the matrix ele
ments 

< 1 ~ I , '> ieli ( a • • a ) sq j. s q = 2mn 'lls•q• ax '!Jsq - '!Jsq ox Ws'q' ; 

q = ( ky, kz) and p is the single-particle density 
matrix in the representation of the wave function 
( 1). Since only the diagonal matrix elements of 
p and f ( sq) = ( sq I p I sq) remain after integra
tion over the cross section of the film in (13), we 
get 

eh ~ 
l= ---LJ kJ(sq), 

mnLz .q 
( 14) 

where e is the absolute magnitude of the electron 
charge. The current density and the electric con
ductivity are defined as follows: 

j = !/ Lya; a = j I F. (15) 

The diagonal elements of the density matrix can 
be obtained from the kinetic equation: 

eF of /- !o 
--=---, 

1i ok. 't'sq . 
(16) 

where the relaxation time in the state ( sq) is 
1 ~ kz- kz' · - = LJ <w(sq; s'q')>. 

't'sq s'q' kz 
(17) 

Calculation shows that the transition probability, 
averaged over the configurations of the scattering 
centers, is 

, 2n [ N ( <>ss') N(N- 1} ] 
<w(sq; s q')> = h lj2 V2\ 1 + 2 + V2 l>ss•l>qq• • 

(18) 
Substituting ( 18) in ( 1 7) we get 

't':q = Bn :: { [)'E/sn] +f}, (19) 

where Bn = NU2/V. Thus, T sq is a discontinuous 
stepwise function of the energy. Substituting the 
solution of ( 16) 

eF afo 
/(sq) = lo + h't'sq ak. 

in (14), we get, in accord with (15), 
2e21i5 ~ ofo/iJE 

(J = - LJ kz2 -==--
mn3LyLzBn sq [)'E/sn] + 1/2 

(20) 

For a completely degenerate gas of electrons 
a f0/a E =-o ( E - J.Ln ), and (20) yields 

where the electron mobility is 
a 2 

(21) 

Un = Unooij ZMn + 1 , (22) 

Unoo is the electron mobility in the bulky sample, 
and the concentration n is given by the formula 
(6). The hole mobility Up is given by (22), in 
which the index n should be replaced by p. 

In a semimetal, the electric conductivity is 

a = eltnn + eupp. 

In the thickness region a > a, we obtain, inserting 
expressions ( 6) and ( 22), 

a a 2nfnoo 
-aoo =! 1i 72 -:-[a-;/ a-=-]-:+--:-1 

(23) 

and 
Un, p a 2 --= 1-:: --- (24) 

Un, poo · ii 2 [a/ii] +1 
Here a00 and un,poo are the conductivity and 
mobility in the bulky sample. The dependence of 
alaoo on ala for the region a> a is shown in 
Fig. 3. As seen from (23), (24) and Fig. 3, the 
electric conductivity oscillates with a period a. 
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In the thickness region a < a, assuming that 
the carriers are only in the first subbands (low 
temperatures), we get from (20) 

a kT ( mn + mp )''• -- = 3-- e-•gf2kT 
Goo !'!. M ' 

Un, p I Un, poo = 2a I a. 

(25) 

(26) 

We note that when a < a ( 24) goes over into ( 26). 

3. HALL CONSTANT AND MAGNETORESISTANCE 

Let us consider the dependence of the Hall con
stant R and of the magneto resistance ~p/ p on the 
thickness for the case when the magnetic field H 
is directed along the x axis (perpendicular to the 
plane of the film), and the current flows along the 
z axis. At such a geometry, we can take the ex
pressions for R and ~p/ p obtained from the 
kinetic equation, and substitute in them the ex
pressions obtained in the preceding section for the 
~elaxation time T sq and for the mobility un,p· (It 
IS assumed that the cyclotron radius rH » a.) 
Thus, we get for the Hall constant: 

when a> a 
R =-(up- un) lnec(un +up); 

when a< a 

R=-~ Up-Un 
8nec Un +Up' 

(u n)z 
~~1; 

(27) 

R = _. 45:rt_ Up- Un ( Up,cnH ) 2 ?;> 1. ( 28) 
64nec Un + Up ' 

It follows from these formulas that the R( a) 
dependence is contained only in the factor 1/n, so 
that its form can be readily visualized with the 
aid of the plot in Fig. 2. A characteristic feature 
is the sharp increase of R when a< a, ,and the 
absence of noticeable oscillations in the region 
a > a. The Hall mobility UH = Ra-e is shown in 
Fig. 4. 

For the magnetoresistance we get: 
when a> a 

when a< a 
(29) 

l'!p 9:rtH2 [( :rt ) J ( un pH )2 P = 16c2- 1-4 (un- Up)2 + UnUp ' --'-c-- <_1; 

l'!p 9:rt UnUp 
--=------Hz 

p 32 c2 ' 
(30) 

These dependences are shown in Fig. 5. The mag
netoresistance oscillates with a period a. 

We note that the obtained jumps in a, UH, and 
~p/ p at the point a = sa, s = 1, 2, 3, . . . are con
nected with the fact that no account is taken of the 
influence of scattering on the change in the state 
density. 

4. FIELD EFFECT UNDER QSE CONDITIONS 

The QSE can be investigated in a film of fixed 
thickness, by varying in it the position of the Fermi 
level. This can be done, for example, by means of 
the field effect. As is well known, the field effect 
consists in charging the investigated film, which 
serves as one electrode of a capacitor, varying 
thereby the carrier density in it. 

Let us consider approximately the variation of 
the electric conductivity under the influence of the 
field effect. We assume that the charge conserva
tion condition can be written in the form 

CV / ea = n- p, (31) 

where C is the capacitance per unit area, V the 
potential of the second capacitor electrode, and 
the densities n and p are given by ( 6) for the 
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FIG. 4. Dependence of Hall mobility on the thickness. 

FIG. 5. Dependence of the magnetoresistance on the thick
ness (in units of magnetoresistance for the bulky sample). 
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electrons and by an analogous expressions for the 
holes. Expression (31) presupposes that the form 
of the potential trough does not change when the 
electric field is applied. In a rigorous analysis of 
the field effect it would be necessary to solve 
simultaneously the Poisson equation and the quan
tum kinetic equation. 

We shall assume that a> a. From (31) we de
termine iJ.n ( V) and iJ.p ( V) which we then substi
tute in the expression for the electric conductivity 
a = enun + epup, and obtain a ( V). 

The character of the a ( V) dependence for the 
case of scattering by an impurity with a 6-poten
tial is clear from the following reasoning. When 
V increases, the film becomes negatively charged, 
and consequently iJ.n increases and iJ.p decreases. 
In the sections s < [-./ iJ.p/ Ep] < s + 1, the hole 
conductivitJ CJ'p = epup is continuous; in the sec
tions s < [ iJ.n/ En] < s + 1 it is the electron con
ductivity which is continuous; here s are integers. 
Since, according to (31), iJ.n and iJ.p depend on V 
linearly in these sections and since a depends 
linearly on iJ.n and iJ.p• a depends linearly on V 
in the continuity sections. Further, when iJ.p de
creases and passes through the extremum of the 
hole sub band, a P increases jumpwise; when iJ.n 
increases and passes through the bottom of the 
electron subband, CJ'n decreases jumpwise. 

Assume that all the holes are "filled" when 
V = Vn, so that p = 0. Then when V > Vn there 
remain only sections of linear growth a =an and 
points of jumpwise drops. 

When V < 0 and V increases in absolute mag
nitude, there will also be such sections of linear 
variation of a and points of jumpwise decreases 
on crossing the extrema of the hole subbands and 
jumpwise increases on crossing the minima of the 
electron subbands. When V < Vp, when n = 0, 
there remain only sections of linear increase of 
a =ap when V decreases, and points of jumpwise 
drops in a. 

It is easy to find that 

Vn = ~Mn{6 ~- Bp -(Mn+ 1) (2Mn + 1) }, (32a) 
12Ca2 · 8n 

n:e _ { ~- 8n - - + 1) } Vp=---Mp 6---(Mp+1)(2Mp ; 
12Ca2 . ep 

(32b) 
Mn = [y{~- 8p)/en], Mp = [y{~- 8n)/ep]. 

Let Ep « ~ and En«~; then 

:n; e a ( mp )''• n: e a I mn )''• (33) 
v p ~ 3 Cw ~ M ' v n ~ :-3 Cii2 ii M . 

When ala Rl 4, mn/M Rl 1, and C Rl 100 em we 
have Vn Rl 300 V. 

When V > Vn and V < Vp, the distance between 
the successive values of the potentials, at which a 
changes in a jump, is 1res ( 2s + 1 )/2a2C, where s 
is the number of the corresponding electron 
(V > Vn) or hole (V < Vp) subband. When V > Vn, 
the electric conductivity in the section s < f iJ.n/En 
< s + 1 changes in accordance with law 

cv 2 
0' = --- Unoo ? + 1- . a ~s 

(34) 

Making the substitution unoo- upoo• we obtain the 
corresponding formula for V < Vp. 

Let us consider the region V p < V < V n. Let 
ala= k + o, where k is an integer and 0:::: o < 1. 
If o = 0, then a ( V) experiences a jump at V = 0. 
This jump is equal to 

en: 
lim cr(+O)-limo(-0) = 3ii3 (upoo- Unoo) 

( k - 1) ( 4k + 1) 
X k2(4k2 -1) . (35) 

Thus, this quantity has the sign of the difference 
Up 00 - Un00 • When V increases, the first jump in 
a takes place on crossing the ( k - 1 )-st hole 
subband if mn < mp, or on crossing the ( k + 1 )
st electron subband if mn > mp. A similar picture 
takes place also for vp < v < 0. 

The magnitude of the effect can be characterized 
by the derivatives 

( dcr ) [ k k - 1 J 
dV +O = 2C 2k + 1 mnUnoo - 2k - 1 mpUpoo 

X {ii[k(mn + mp)- mp]}-1, 

(:;) -o = 2C [ :k 1
1 mnUnoo- Zk: 1 mpUpoo] (36) 

X {ii[k(mn + mp)- mn]}-1. 

We see therefore that in the vicinity of V = 0, in 
the continuity sections, a can either increase or 
decrease with variation of V, depending on the 
relation between the parameters of the system. 

If o ~ 0, then in the vicinity of V = 0 the value 
of a ( V) changes continuously. The effect can be 
continuously. The effect can be characterized by 
the quantity 

( dcr) _ 2C ( mn _ mp ) (37) 
dV 0- (2k+ 1)ii mn + mp Unoo mn + m~poo . 

The sign of the effect can differ, depending on the 
relations between the parameters in the system. 
The form of the a ( V) dependence is shown in 
Fig. 6. 

In exactly the same way we can determine the 
change of other kinetic coefficients in the field 
effect. We note, in particular, that the Hall con-
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FIG. 6. Qualitative plot of 
the variation of the electric 
conductivity in the field effect. 

v 

stant R in the vicinity V p < V < V n can reverse 
sign several times. This follows from the fact 
that when a change in V takes place correspond
ing, for example, to a growth of u n• jumps take 
place in which up increases the jumps in which 
un decreases. 

Let us make several remarks concerning com
parison with experiment. The very fact that the 
kinetic coefficients depend in oscillatory fashion 
on the thickness agrees with observations reported 
in [t]. The period of the oscillations for bismuth 
films, calculated from formula (8), is also in 
satisfactory quantitative agreement. The variation 
of R (a) in the vicinity a ~ a does not agree. 
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